. This variation of the TMt with internal (chemical) and/or external pressure gives rise to a generalized phase diagram [8, 9] for V203 which has provided the framework for some of the original studies of highly correlated insulators and metals.
More recently, it was found that the metallic phase also undergoes an antiferromagnetic transition at low temperature [10, 11] Single crystals of V203 were grown using a skull melter [12] . Thin plates were then annealed in a suitable CO-CO2 atmosphere at 1400 C for approximately 2 weeks to adjust the stoichiometry uniformly [13] . Four The small decrease of T/v with increasing y requires the blown-up temperature scale of the main part of the figure to be discerned.
The cusp in the magnetic susceptibility is accompanied by a minimum in the electrical resistivity. As shown in Fig. 2 , the resistivity minimum tracks the slight movement of T/v with changes in the sample stoichiometry. The occurrence of a minimum at the antiferromagnetic phase transition has been explained in terms of wavevector-dependent critical scattering of electrons by spin fluctuations [16] ,and has been observed in a host of other antiferromagnetic metals (e.g., dysprosium [17] , Cr:Mo alloys [18] , and higher-order members of the Magneli series [19] ,V"O2"-().
We provide in the inset of Fig. 2 We show in Fig. 3 the metallic resistivity data analogous to Fig. 2 [21] . (4) Given that the T 0 phase diagram for the metal is different for V vacancies and pressure, one should raise the question of whether the T 0 insulator-metal transition also differs for the two cases.
In order to help answer the last question, we have com- dependence is characteristic of electron-electron interactions in the presence of disorder in the diffusive metal [22] . 
